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Rewrite is a television anime series based on the visual novel of the same name. The series' first season shuts itself off
â€• â€“tagline from the official website.

Rewrite is also the first Key game to be developed on VisualArt's ' game engine Siglus. She can also create
vibrations within the objects she touches and break glass at a distance. In the city, a huge tree grows meters
tall in three years, which contains the orb of light from Kotarou and Kagari. Sizuru joins the club with her
close friend Lucia Konohana, another heroine and the class representative of Kotarou's class. Story[ edit ]
Rewrite's story revolves around the protagonist Kotarou Tennouji, a male high school student living in
Kazamatsuri, and the story begins on October 3, on the Moon. The latter 11 episodes aired from January 14 to
March 25, , and adapt the Moon and Terra routes from the visual novel. There is just enough energy and
resources left for a final re-evolution. Auction website on September 3, and sold for 1,, yen after starting the
auction at 1 yen. Every time Kotarou uses his Rewrite ability, he uses up some of his life-force and becomes
closer to being a full familiar. Development[ edit ] Rewrite is Key's ninth game, and is the first of Key's visual
novels to feature a image aspect ratio instead of the previously-used aspect ratio. Kotarou takes the girls to the
Moon where they are shown circled around a seedling as the embodiment of the Moon's Kagari sprouting on
the otherwise barren regolith. But you may have to act fast as this top rewrite kagari is set to become one of
the most sought-after best-sellers in no time. Aurora manipulates his energy to form weapons like a sword or
claw. Another heroine is first-year student Sizuru Nakatsu, a shy girl on the public ethics committee [17] who
has excellent hearing, eyesight and can read lips. You can find store coupons, AliExpress coupons or you can
collect coupons every day by playing games on the AliExpress app. Reception[ edit ] In , Rewrite ranked five
times in the top ten in national PC game pre-orders in Japan. Kotarou and the entire cast rejoin together to
protect Kagari, who manages to finish her plan to allow the Earth and humanity to coexist by sending the
Moon's life force back to Earth. The rest of the soundtrack for the anime series is sampled from the Rewrite
Original Soundtrack and Feast. In a different timeline when he encounters Kagari, Kotarou lets her go.
Humanity survives in the aftermath, but the world experiences an ice age outside of Kazamatsuri. All
Categories Hot Promotions in rewrite kagari: the best online deals and discounts with real customer reviews.
Eight of the main characters from Rewrite have background music leitmotifs â€”the six heroines, Haruhiko
Yoshino and Sakuya Ohtori. Combat teams consist of any three of the six main characters and the team is
powered up with cards acquired through a randomized gacha system. In the past, the Earth had sent this
energy to the Moon so life could continue. Both songs are remixes of theme songs featured in the original
Rewrite and Rewrite Harvest festa! These items included telephone cards , gift cards , mobile phone straps,
pin buttons , desk mats, posters, cushion covers, tote bags , tapestries, and bed sheets. During this time,
Kotarou falls in love with each of them in separate plot lines determined by the choices the player makes.
Therefore, he had the sort of feeling that if Ryukishi's taste was mixed in, the result would definitely be
something deep and interesting, I heard him say. On AliExpress, great quality, price and service comes as
standard â€” every time. A voter could vote one time for up to three characters per day. Both Lucia and Sizuru
have superhuman speed, agility, and reflexes in addition to their other abilities. Kotarou agrees to help her and
he acts as a double agent, demolishing Gaia's and Guardian's infrastructure in Kazamatsuri and killing those
on either side. The staff members included Tonokawa and Ryukishi07 who discussed the game's scenario, and
Orito and Hoshi who talked about Rewrite's music.


